With the increased computational complexity of H.265/HEVC video compression fast decision on prediction unit size is essential for real-time coding applications. In this paper we provide an overview of existing intra prediction unit size decision algorithms and present our modification of one of the selection algorithms with improved compression performance.
Introduction
The latest international video compression standard H.265/HEVC utilizes block-based hybrid video coding techniques just like its predecessors H.264/AVC, H.263, MPEG-2, etc. A set of non-overlapping pixels blocks divides each frame of a video sequence into smaller regions, for which spatial (intra) and temporal (inter) prediction is applied. Spatial prediction extrapolates pixels values within a block by the adjacent pixels values of neighboring blocks. Temporal prediction utilizes pixels values from some region of the previously coded video frame. Subtraction of a predicted pixel values from the original values produces residual signal (residue). The residual signal is mapped into a frequency domain by two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform. Further quantization of transformed signal makes it possible to reduce the accuracy of representation of the transformed coefficients, thus providing an opportunity to loose less relevant data and reduce information redundancy. The transformed and quantized residue and supplemental information of compression algorithms used is a subject for entropy coding.
While the general compression data-flow is fixed by the H.265/HEVC standard, much more freedom is granted to the encoder in the process of prediction of block pixels values. Generally, the encoder is to decide how the frame is to be partitioned on blocks and how the pixels of a separate block are to be predicted. The increased number of available block partitionings and intra prediction modes increases computational complexity of HEVC compression process. The main computational bottleneck is described in Section 2 of this paper.
As the result of the increased encoder complexity there is a research field of developing fast unit size selection algorithms based on image features or some statistical information. In Section 3 we overview and compare different approaches to fast intra prediction unit size selection. Based on the comparison we choose the most perspective approach and in Section 4 we elaborate on its modification to further improve compression speed and then we provide experimental results on the obtained compression performance of our modified algorithm. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
Rate-Distortion Optimized Coding Decisions
The general compression data-flow of HEVC standard consists of partitioning of each frame of a video sequence on a series of coding tree units or CTUs. Each CTU covers a 64 × 64 pixels region of a video frame and is basically just a coding unit (CU). The adaptive quadtree partitioning of CTU, introduced in HEVC, makes it possible to optionally partition 2N × 2N pixels CU on four N × N sub-CUs. The partitioning can continue until the minimum CU size is reached thus forming a quadtree-like partitioning structure. Each CU, produced as a result of a partitioning, can be coded using a plenty of coding options. Basically, each coding option corresponds to the prediction option used.
For a video encoder to properly select partitioning for a CTU and a coding option for each CU, rate-distortion optimization is involved. The technique is based on estimation of the compression rate (R) and the compression distortion (D). Block compression options are compared with each other through the Lagrangian RDO cost [1] :
where λ is the Lagrangian multiplier. Its value is usually determined empirically like [2, 3, 4] :
where QP is the quantization parameter used in compression data-flow. The RDO estimates the trade-off between compression rate and compression distortion thus providing a criterion of choosing the best coding option. Each calculation of RD cost equals to real compression of a block even in terms of computational complexity as soon as rate R estimation involves an entropy coder. Often the entropy coder in RDO is emulated [5, 6] as soon as the bits themselves are not required: only their number is the subject of rate estimation. Still the more there are coding options, the more RD cost calculations are involved, the higher computational complexity is. Given the opportunity to skip RD cost calculation for block partitions that are unlikely to become the optimal one, high computational load may be reduced.
Review of the Approaches
There are a lot of research papers, presenting the approaches to select intra prediction unit size faster. In this section we review several [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] that we find the most perspective.
One way to reduce intra PU search is to introduce some threshold for RD cost for early split termination. In [7] the authors show that compression rate has a linear dependency upon a number of coding units that should have been split, but were not, while compression time has much higher impact. The authors propose to keep 5% false split termination hit rate and determined threshold empirically based on the size N of the PU and the QP value: Similar approach is offered in [8] , where authors replace RD cost calculation with the simplified LRD cost (Low Complexity Rate-Distortion Cost). The threshold values T are chosen empirically. Once LRD cost < T , further splitting does not happen, otherwise LRD cost is calculated for sub-blocks like:
where A i,j is the result of discrete Hadamard transform of the residual signal after prediction; B m -number of bits to describe intra prediction mode in the bitstream, λ m -Lagrangian multiplier. The threshold value T is determined by the PU size N and the QP value.
In [9] the authors noticed high spatial correlation of CU partitioning depth. They estimate partitioning depth by d p equal to weighted sum of partitioning depths of previously coded blocks:
where d p is an estimation of partitioning depth for current CU, d i -partitioning depths of four neighbor CUs, α i -weighting coefficients:
The corresponding numbering of the neighbor blocks is illustrated on Fig. 1 . Depending on the d p value the CU being estimated is attributed to one of four groups each having its own range of partitioning depths shown in Table 1 . Encoder chooses a certain partitioning depth within a given range depending on RD cost values. 
In [10, 11] the authors use various measures of homogeneity as a criteria to choose partitioning size for intra PU. For example, in [11] the authors loop through partitioning upwards from bottom depth: four neighboring blocks of minimal size N = 4 are combined into one block of N = 8 once at least three of those blocks are considered homogeneous. The same rule is applied for larger blocks. The mean absolute values of four directional derivatives g 0 , g 90 , g 45 and g 135 are used to estimate image homogeneity:
where I x,y is the intensity of a pixel in the position (x, y) within a coding block; N is the size of the coding block. The homogeneity measure of a block is
where g min = min {g 0 , g 45 , g 90 , g 135 }, and g ort is the value of the derivative in a orthogonal direction to g min . The block is considered homogeneous when C < T , while the threshold value T is determined by block size N and quantization parameter QP :
In [10] the authors suggest to use eight homogeneity measurements, each called either a local or a global complexity of an image. The four measurements of global complexities within a separate direction are calculated the following way:
where I x,y is the intensity of the pixel of a coded block; N -size of a coded block; I -the average intensity of pixels within a coded block. Local complexities for the same directions are calculated as:
where ang = 0, 90, 45, 135; I ang is the average value of a derivative of pixels intensities in a given direction ang.
There are three possible partitioning decisions based on the values of local and global complexities:
1. block is not to be partitioned (the further search is terminated); 2. block is to be partitioned (no further search on current partitioning depth is performed);
3. no decision on block partitioning can be made (split decision is based on RD cost ).
The first case takes place when global and local complexities in any direction are less than a predefined threshold for current CU and all its subblocks. The second case takes place when all the complexities are higher than the threshold values. The third condition takes place when none of the above conditions are true. The value of the threshold for local complexities was found empirically and conforms to all the directions and quantization parameters: In [12] the homogeneity of an image is measured upon the entropy of the quantized values of pixels intensities. Quantization step is equal to 8, thus the quantized values are located within a range from 0 to 31 for 8-bit images. Shannon entropy is calculated the following way:
N 2 is a relative frequency of value i among the quantized pixels values, n i is the number of quantized values that equal to i, and N is the size of coding unit.
The work proposes three conditions to make partitioning decisions:
1. if the entropy of the quantized values of pixel intensities within a block H < 1.2, then block is not partitioned;
2. if H > 3.5, the block is partitioned into four subblocks;
3. if H avg − 0.15 < H < H avg + 0.15, where H avg is the average entropy values for subblocks of all possible sizes, then the block is not split.
In case none of the conditions is true the CU is partitioned in four subCUs. The results presented in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] that describe the efficiency of the proposed approaches are summarized in Table 2 . The first column highlights the first author and references corresponding paper. The second column provides results in terms of BD-Rate [13] . The BD-Rate value shows the average bitrate overhead with respect to the reference data set that is usually the default reference compression algorithm. The third column shows average values of ∆T =
, where T and T ref are compression times for the modified and reference algorithms correspondingly. Table 2 : The efficiency of the proposed algorithms Approach BD-Rate, % ∆T , % Kim [7] 0.8 23.8 Cho [8] 2.0 55.8 Shen [9] 1.7 21.1 Yongfei Zhang [11] 4.8 56.7 Min [10] 0.8 52.3 Mengmeng Zhang [12] 3.7 62.0
The algorithm is considered the best if it provides the least BD-Rate overhead with the highest ∆T time savings. The least BD-Rate overhead among the ones described have Kim [7] and Min [10] . The first one provides only 23.8% time savings, while the second one provides 52.3% time savings. Therefore, the Min algorithm is used for further improvements.
Modified Intra Prediction Unit Size Selection Criteria
Let us describe the approach presented in [10] . After the computation of the global and local complexities the split decision is made within several stages. First, image complexity calculated within each of the four directions is compared with the threshold value. If there is at least one direction having image complexity below the threshold, the block is not partitioned. Otherwise there is the second stage where the minimum values for the local and global complexities within each direction are compared to the threshold values. If the minimum local or minimum global complexity is above the threshold value, the block is partitioned. The third stage comes otherwise where the split decision is made in a conventional way by the minimal RD cost value.
The obvious way to modify the algorithm is to utilize additional criteria on the third stage to increase time savings. The proposed modification of Min algorithm is to utilize the criteria suggested in [7] on the third stage of decision making algorithm. This criteria is applyed only to those CUs that passed the first two stages of the Min algorithm. Obviously the CUs that passed the forst two stages are to have specific features, that is why the threshold values presented in [7] are to be updated. In our experiments on the JCT-VC test video sequences set [14] we estimated a dependency between Kim threshold values and the QP value in our modification of intra prediction unit size selection algorithm. The dependency is proved to be exponential. However, the dependency has parameters different to [7] . We obtained the minimum bitrate overhead on the test sequences with the following threshold values:
T 64 = 1265.00 · e 0.086·QP , T 32 = 179.50 · e 0.1329·QP , T 16 = 26.41 · e 0.1678·QP ,
The results of the proposed modification of intra prediction unit size selection algorithm are provided in Table 3 . The experiments are held on the JCT-VC test video sequences with respect to the common test conditions [14] . The test video sequences set is divided into six classes A-F. The sequences within each class share similar or close video resolution and similar nature. The results are obtained on the HM reference encoder v. 14.0 [15] . The BD-Rate values characterize the average bitrate overhead of the modified HM encoder with respect to the original compression algorithm, while ∆T describes the average time savings provided by the proposed algorithm. As seen from the 
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed new modification of a known fast algorithm for intra prediction unit size selection for H.265/HEVC compression. Based on the review of the existing papers we highlighted the approach of [10] with the most prominent results and observed a possible way to further improve this algorithm introducing additional PU size decision criteria, presented in [7] . The proposed algorithm was implemented in the HM reference software. Exper-imental results show that the approach provides performance characteristics superior to the original approach.
